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CONTRACT TITLE: Public procurement services under the need of a project implemented by the National

Museum in Leskovac - Project partner PP2 Project name: Heterotopia, Project number:

c8007.2.1.1,.224

REF (procurement reference number): 06-20L9

Concluded between:

NARODNI MUZEJ LESKOVAC

Stojana Ljubiia 2., 16000 Leskovac

Represented by: Mira NinoSevii

(Contracting Authority)

AND

Agencija za knjigovodstvo, konsalting i web dizajn ,, NEDA "
Mlinska bb, lokal 1"5., 16000 Leskovac, Srbija

Represented by: Ljiljana Jovii
(Contractor)

Article 1: Subject of the contract

The subject of the contract are the services as indicated in the contractor's offer - "Part B: Format of
offer to be provided by the tenderer"

Article 2: Contract value

The total contract value for implementation of services indicated in the Article 1 is:2.995,00EUR.
. equal in RSD in currency exchange rate of the lnforEuro at the month of payment. Payments
under this contract will be made in RSD.

. The applicable tax and customs arrangements are as follows:
Exemption of taxes:
The applicable tax and customs arrangements are the following:
The Contract shall be exempted from VAT.

The European Commission and the Republic of Serbia have agreed in "Framework Agreement between
the Republic of Serbia and the European Commission on the arrangements for implementation of union
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financial assistance to the republic of Serbia under the instrument for precession assistance IPA ll)",,

Article 28 Rules on taxes, customs duties and other fiscal charges, that contractors shall be exempted

from VAT.

Article 3: Contracting documents

This documents which form the part of this contract are (by the order of precedence):

- Contract agreement

- Contractor's offer as provided in the tendering phase - "Part B: Format of offer to be provided

by the tenderer"
- Any other supporting documentation if applicable

Article 4: Deliveries and payments

The contractor will deliver without reservation the services indicated in the contractor's offer "Part B:

Format of offer to be provided by the tenderer". The deliveries will be implemented within the indicated

dates.

The contracting authority will pay to the contractor the services in the amount indicated in the Article 2

of this contract document. The payments will be issued by the following time schedule.

Number

payment

<EUR/RSD>

t After the procurernent docurnents have been

preparedfor ,,Supply of technical equipment for the

needs of National Museum of Leskovac,, single

tender procedure

599,00

2 After the p rocurernent docurnents have been

ned for

LOT 1

and LOT 2 - single tender procedure

599,00

3. After the procurement documents have been

prepared

- L.AT.7 * Se,ttifiA

1.L98,00

4 After the procurement documents have been
prepaned- Supervizor works - single tender
procedure

599,00

Total 2.995,00 EUR

* - The contractor will provide contracting authority with the brief report on execution of the services
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Article 5: Duration of the contract

The duration of the contract is maximum 12 months'

Article 5: Cancellation of the contract

The contract can be suspended by the Contractor due to one of the following reasons:

- contracting Authority not fulfilling payment and other obligations

The contract can be terminated by the contracting Authority due to one of the following reasons:

- The Contractor is in serious breach of the contract, failing to meet contractual obligations

- The Contractor is bankrupted or being wound up, is having its affairs administrated by courts, has

entered into arrangements with creditors, has suspended business activities, is the subject of

proceedings concerning those matters, or is in any analogous situations arising from a similar

situation provided for in national legislation or regulations.

Article 7: Resolving of disPutes

Any disputes arising out of or relating to this Contract which cannot be settled otherwise shall be referred

to the exclusive jurisdiction of A court in Leskovac in accordance with the national legislation of the state

of the Contracting AuthoritY.

For the Contractor For the Contracting AuthoritY

Name: Ljiljana Jovi6 Name: Mira Nino5evid

Title:Agencija ,, NEDA " Leskovac Title: Narodni muzej Leskovac

Signature: Signature:

N

J,

Date: 13.09.20 Date: 13
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